Abstract.-The deep interiors of Jupiter and Saturn consist of fluid, metallic hydrogen. In Jupiter the metallic hydrogen is uniformly mixed with helium. In Saturn, the incomplete solubility of helium may cause unmixing and energy release. In the interiors of Uranus and Neptune the fluid mixture (of hydrogen, helium, water, methane and ammonia) is metallic or ionic. The terrestral planetary cores are predominantly metallic iron.
1. Introduction. -The cosmic abundances of the elements are reflected in the compositions of the planets in our solar system. The terrestrial planets contain a very biased sample of cosmic matter, consisting almost entirely of refractory elements ("rock"). Most of the' planetary mass has a composition similar to that of the primordial sun and resides in the two gas giants, Jupiter and Saturn. This short review will adopt a cosmic (non-anthropocentric) view, which necessarily reduces the emphasis on the materials which we have most experience with: silicates and iron.
Planetary modellers need to understand the behavior of matter over the entire range of conditions from an ideal gas to a degenerate Coulomb plasma. Degeneracy in the deep interiors of planets is assured (this is the distinction between stars and planets; even Jupiter is a factor of sixty less massive than the lowest mass main sequence star). However, the degree of pressure-ionization depends on.the mass of the planet, since the mass determines the gravitational force and hence (by the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium) the pressure difference between surface and center.
A characteristic internal pressure P is pgR, where p is the average planetary density, g is the gravitational acceleration and R is the planetary radius. This Of the ten most abundant elements (by mass) in the universe, only iron is commonly found in its free metallic form. Of the rest, only magnesium is a metal in its elemental form, but magnesium is invariably combined with silicon and oxygen under the conditions prevailing during and after planetary formation. Iron is also rather insoluble in magnesium silicate; it is not therefore surprising that the terrestrial planets appear to have predominantly iron cores. He might expect, therefore, to find that the deep interiors of all planets at least as massive as the earth are metallic, recgardless of whether iron is present. It has even been suggested that the metallic state of the earth's core is a consequence of the metallization of silicates (Ramsey, 1949 ; Lyttleton, 1973 ) but this cannot be readily reconciled with the seismic data and shock wave data (Birch, 1968) .
To proceed further, we need to identify more precisely the compositions of the planets. As a first state of the elements using Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theory. Third, the figure suggests that Uranus and Neptune
The results of such a calculation by Zapolsky and are predominantly hydrogen and helkum but are Salpeter (1969) are shown in figure 1 . enriched in the ice-forming elements (0, N, C ) which occur as water, ammonia and methane in a hydrogen-rich environment. In fact, the compositions of Uranus and Neptune are ambiguous, but current models invoke roughly comparable amounts of rock, ice and gas (Hubbard and MacFarlane, 1979) . First, we see that in low mass objects RaM1l3 approximately applies, because the internal pressure is less than the bulk modulus of the materials, so the density is close to the zero-pressure density. At high masses, however, the balance is between gravity and the Fermi degeneracy pressure of the electrons.
In this limit (the domain of white dwarf) RaM-1/3.
Jupiter is int&rmediate and is within 20 % in radius of being the largest cold body in the universe (alheat transport almost everywhere in all bodies larger than about looO kilometers in radius. The internal temperature prodile will be approximatley adiabatic, but the choice of adabat is determined by the atmospheric properties in the major planets, whereas it is determined by the rheology of silicates in the terrestrial planets. In Jupiter, for example, the temperature profile is approximately an adiabat at all pressures exceeding about lo5 Pa, and can be crudely represented by though, of course, there-are probably an enormous num-T -10,000~~'~0~ ber of similar bodies).
Second, we can see from Fig. 1 that Jupiter and Sawhere p is the density in g . & 3 .
The assumption of turn are predominantly hydrogen if they are cold.
adiabaticity may be violated if there is a phase (We shall see below that the assumption of a "cold" transition. Nevertheless, internal temperatures of body is a good first approximation). In fact, they order 10,000~~ characterize Jupiter and Saturn; can be modelled by an approximately cosmic mixture whereas temperatures of order 3 0 0 0~~ are more typiof 75 % hydrogen, 25 % helium. The figure shows that cal of Uranus, Neptune and the terrestrial planets. there is a very large difference between fhe massIn all cases. the ~roduct aT, where a is the coef--radius relationship of predominantly hydrogen bodies ficient of thermal expansion, is less than W.05, and this justifies our assertion that planets are "cold". hydrogen is the standard and extensively studied one component plasma (Pollock and Hansen, 1973) . The
classical one component plasma melts at around r2155 where r=e2/(k r p r a ) is the usual plasma parameter shows that the adiabats do not cross the freezing translates into a melting point T of about 1500pl'~ M-3 curves of either molecular or metallic hydrogen.
OK, where pis the density in g.cm .
If there are no first order phase tranistions enAt low pressures, the metallic state is thermodynacountered along an adiabat, the the calculation of mically unfavorable relative to the molecular state.
temperatures in the deep interiors of Jupiter and The molecular state is more difficult to calculate Saturn is straightforward (Hubbard, 1973) . One simfrom first principles and is consequently not well ply equates the entropy per atom in the atmosphere understood, except at very low pressures (p<lol 'pa) -to the entropy per atom in the metallic hydrogenwhere experiments provide accurate information. The helium region. Both of these can be readily calculatransition between molecular and metallic hydrogen is ted, even though the entropy of intermediate high believed to occur at about 2xl0"~a, based on the density molecular states cannot. In the metallic most recent analysis of isentropic data (~awke et al., region, Monte Carlo calculations (Hubbard and Slat-1978) . but large uncertainties remain in both the tery, 1971; DeWitt and Hubbard, 1976) and fluid data and the interpretation. Any value in the range perturbation theory (Stevenson, 1975 ) essentially lx10"-5x10'~~a is compatible with current knowledge agree. The resulGing central temperatures are around (Stevenson and Salpeter, 1977a ). The best current 20,000oK for Jupiter and ll,OOO°K for Saturn, the procedure for modelling molecular hydrogen (Ross, difference being due primarily to the lower central 1974) is to construct a pair potential compatible pressure in Saturn but also due in part to the lower with known experimental data, even though the concept atmospheric temperature of Saturn. These estimates of a pair potential ceases to be strictly valid at will be incorrect, if the molecular-metallic phase P'LIO"P~.
transition is still first order at 1 0 , 0 0 0~~ (Sal- Figure 2 shows a comparison between the expected peter and . temperature profiles (adiabats) in Jupiter and Sa-
The main unresolved issues for pure hydrogen are : turn and the phase diagram for pure hydrogen. Al-(a) what is the behavior of molecular hydrogen around though there are obviously large uncertainties at wl0l1pa? (It is probahly a semiconductor, at least.) high.pressures, it seems likely that the adiabats is the molecular-metallic transition and what cross at most one phase boundary, the molecularis the critical temperature above which the transimetallic transition. This establishes that Jupiter tion ceases to be first order? (c) what are the elecand Saturn have essentially bottomless atmospheres.
trical and thermal conductivities of liquid, metallic Even the liquid molecular-liquid metallic transition hydrogen? These are known to about a factor of three may not be first order. This controversial issue is (Stevenson and Ashcroft, 1974 ;  Stevenson and Salpevery important to the thermaland dynamic state of Jupiter and Saturn (Stevenson and Salpeter, 1977a and ter' but better estimates be 1977b) but is not likely to be resolved until relevant 3. Hydrogen-Helium I1ixtures.-There has been much less experimental work on helium than on hydrogen.
Theoretical calculations (see Stevenson and Salpeter, 1977a , for a review) indicate that pure helium and Saturn (about 1.5-2~1@~ erg/sec) prompted consideration of the possibility that helium might have limited solubility in hydrogen, since this would cause gravitational differentiation and energy release (Salpeter, 1973) . Calculations on a fully-pressure ionized hydrogen-helium mixture (Stevenson, 1975; Hansen and Viellefosse, 1976; Straus et al., 1977; Pollock and Alder, 1977; Firey and Ashcroft, 1977) confirmed the existence of a miscibility gap. It is now apparent that this is a ubiquitous property of fully-pressure ionized mixtures Brami et al., 1979) and not a special property of hydrogen-helium. ~hese calculations suggested that a liquid cosmic mixture would phase separate into hydrogen-rich and helium-rich liqui phases at a temperature of around 8000-ll,OOO°K; almost independent of pressure. A remarkable feature of this result is that this temperature is about the same as that at the molecular-metallic transition in Jupiter and
Saturn. This could be coincidence, or it could be that the onset of the phase separation releases so much energy that it prevents the planet from cooling beyond that point, at least over the age of the solar systeni. In fact, the energy output of Jupiter can be entirely explained by the gradual loss of the primordial heat that was rapidly generated during the accretion and collapse accompanying the formation of the planet (Graboske et al., 1975) . At the time this is written, the situation concerning Saturn is less I clear, but the ground-based observations suggest that the luminosity is higher than would be expected from gradual .cooling alone (~bllack et al., 1977) . Phase separation of the helium may be required. The results from Pioneer 11 (which passed Saturn on September 1, 1979) and the Voyager spacecraft (1980, 1981) will help in assessing this possibility. If helium is undergoing differentiation then it should also be depleted from the atmosphere, but this is very difficult to detect by remote sensing.
A serious objection to helium differentiation is that thehelium may not be fullypressure ionized in the presence of metallic hydrogen, if the pressure is only '"lOllpa. Unfortunately, this pressure regime is very difficult to treat theoretically. In the low pressure limit, the repulsive pseudopotential of the helium atom immersed in an electron gas ensures a very low solubility (Stevenson, 1979a ; also unpu- Crosses are experiments (Streett, 1974) .
is almost certainly too low to be important. The insolubility occurs first at the molecular-metallic transition, and would lead to the formation of helium raidrops. These can grow and fall, despite the convection that is present, leading to energy release and the eventual formation gf a helium-rich core.
Another feature of metallic hydrogen-helium mixtures is a significant volume non-additivity. It is usually assumed by planetary modellers that the pressure-density relationship of a mixture can be found by assuming that the mixture volume is the sum of the volumes of the constituents at the same pressure (i.e. there is no volume change upon alloying). This is certainly not true for helium dissolved in metallic hydrogen (Stevenson, 1979a) . The non-additivity increases the density for a given composition, so models of Jupiter and Saturn require less helium than they would if volume additivity were correct. The consequence of this is that models of Jupiter and Saturn can be constructed invoking cosmic abundances of helium (+25% by mass) whereas volume additivity would suggest 30-35% helium by mass, rather larger than the observed galactic value or the value predicted by the big bang. It is alternatively possible to increase the density by enhancing the rock or ice component above cosmic abundance. This may be needed to produce a qmall dense central region and explain the gravitational field (J , J ) but it is 2 4 not needed to explain the density in the metallic hydrogen region.
It is not possible in this short review to describe in detail the procedure for constructing models of Jupiter and Saturn. Interested readers should consult Stevenson (1978) or Zharkov and Trubitsyn (1978) .
In Figure 4 , a schematic representation of a "typical" J UPlTER Jupiter model ) is
shown. This particular model contains a small "rock" core (density ranging from 18 to 26 g .~m -~, pressure ranging from 4.5 to 10x10~ 'pa) of around five earth masses. The highest pressure in the hydrogenhelium region is %4.5x1012pa, where the density is ~4.3g.cm-~ and the temperature is 20,000~~. The outer boundary condition is T = 1 6 0~~ at P = 105pa, and the total helium abundance is %26% by mass.
4. Icy bodies. -'Uranus, Neptune, Pluto and a number of large satellites (most notably Ganymede, Callisto, Titan) are rich in at least some of the "ices":
water, methane and ammonia. This is not surprising since the cosmic abundance of oxygen by mass is an order of magnitude greaterthan that of magnesium or silicon, and almost an order of magnitude greater than that of iron. The abundance of carbon and nitrogen are also greater than those of the rockforming elements.
The high pressure behavior of the ices, and especially of water, is more complicated than the behavior of hydrogen or helium. Water is known to possess at least eight phases (seven solid, one liquid) not counting the inevitable metallic phase.
The formation of metallic H 0 has been claimed in 2 static experiments (vereshchagin et al., 1975; Kawai et al., 1977) but the evidence is still unconvincing. ~t is known that water becomes pressuredissociated into H O+OH-above about 1.5~10 Pa (Hamann and Linton, 1966) and this almost certainly explains why the equation of state deduced from recent shock data (Nellis, 1978) is softer than previous estimates. In Uranus and Neptune, the actual temperature (assuming, as usual, an adiabatic structure) should exceed the freezing point and it is necessary to understand the thermodynamics of t ionic melt and how this alloys with other constituents such as H , NH and CH . This has not 2 3 4
been done yet, so current models of Uranus and Neptune (e.g. Hubbard and MacFarlane, 1979) are still "simple" in the sense that they make arbitrary assumptions about the layering of the planet. Model construction is also hindered by the large uncertainties in the observations, including such fundamental properties as the rotation rate (which is needed before one can estimate the moment& inertia from the gravitational moment J or the oblateness).
One interesting feature of the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune is that they appear to have methane enrichment (Owen and Cess, 1975 ) yet a lower than cosmic abundance of m o n i a (Gulkis et al., 1978) . It is possible that this is a consequence of processes taking place deep within the planet. For example, NH and H may form an N H ' O Halloy at F > I O~-~P~, whereas CH (which has a low proton affinity) remains neutral and undifferentiated. The modification of atmospheric and surface chemistry by processes deep wi.thin a planet is a familiar notion to geochemists, but has yet to be seriously considered by those scientists who study the major planets.
In the icy satellites, where the atmosphere is usually thin (Titan being a remarkable exception), a different problem arises: How do solid ices flow at moderately high pressures (F%109~a) and low temperatures? Subsolidus convection, which is responsible for plate tectonics and continental dirft on earth (and, presumably, Venus) may also cause ice tectonics on the icy satellites (see, for example, Golitsyn, 1979) .
5. Terrestrial bodies. -The discussion here will be confined to the behavior of iron cores. By an unfortunate accident of nature, iron, the most abundant heavy element in the universe (because of its very favorable nuclear structure), has a very complicated electronic structure (an incompletely filled 3d-band contained within a partially occupied 4s-band). However, band structure calculations (e.g. Bukowinski, 1976) indicate that an electronic structure close to may then lead to useful predictions concerning the thermodynamics and transport properties of liquid iron at P >~o " P~ (Stevenson, 197933 ).
It has been known for many years from seismic data and shockwave data that the earth's outer liquid core is about ten percent less dense than pure iron or an iron-nickel alloy at the sam; pressure and temperature (see Jacobs, 1975 , for a review). This is best explained by the presence of a light alloying constituent. The most likely candidate is sulphur (Ahrens, 1979) , although a significant amount of oxygen might be present, if some of the separation of iron from silicates occured at high pressures (Jeanloz and Ahrens, 1979) . A much more exotic possibility is that the earth's core is an alloy of iron and metallic hydrogen (Stevenson, 1977) .
6. Future Prospects. -In many respects, the interior of Jupiter is better understood than the interior of any other planet, including the earth. This is due, in part, to the relative simplicity of hydrogen. (It is also partly a consequence of the relative slow rate at which geophysicists adopt the most recent advances in condensed matter physics!).
However, the study of planetary interiors has two major advantages over alli,ed studies of the conden- 
